UCCA purchased an 8-person transportation vehicle for a unit of freedom fighters on Ukraine’s southern front.
Kyiv to Izyum

UCCA is grateful to all the volunteers on the ground in Ukraine that continue assisting us in distributing UCCA’s humanitarian aid.

These volunteers drove vital aid from the Kyiv warehouse out East – to Izyum where the need is great.
Long queues for UCCA’s humanitarian assistance form in Izyum.
IZYUM, Ukraine

Volunteers in Ukraine distribute humanitarian aid sent by UCCA to residents in Izyum.

Izyum is located on the Donets River in Kharkiv Oblast and was almost completely destroyed.
Working with our partner – Operation White Stork – UCCA hand carried forty 50lb bags filled with medical supplies to Krakow Poland to assemble life-saving Individual First Aid Kits (IFAKs), which will then be transported to the frontlines in Ukraine.

Separate Special IFAK Mission Report was issued on 9/30
Kherson

UCCA help support these freedom fighters with helmets, vests, tourniquets & foods, delivered by our UCCA volunteer Adelia.
IZYUM

A frontline unit receives life-saving Individual First Aid Kit (IFAKs) from Krakow 5, UCCA, Worldwide Friends & UkraineFriends.org